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Relotionships omong the queue-length distributions seen by
on orriving job, o completing iob ond on outside obseruer

ore derived using operotional analysis. A simplified derivo'

tion of the Sevcik-Mitroni theorem is presented ond used

os the bosis for discussing Reiser ond Lovenberg's meon'

volue onolysis. Two results are presented: on algorithm for
com p uti n g q u eu e-l en gth d i stri butions from co nd it i ono I
throughputs in closed, product-form queueing networks;
ond on operationol bound on the erron thot can arise in
certoin theorems when homogeneity is violoted'

Operational analysis is used here to study three basic

queueing distributions: the queue lengths seen by an

arriving job, a completing job and an outside observer.

Relationships among these distributions are derived for
individual queues and for queues in closed networks with
product-form solutions. For the latter, an analogue of the

Sevcik-Mitrani theorem is derived, which states that an

arriving job sees tle same distribution as an outside observer

studying the same network with the arriving job deleted 1,2 
'

The Sevcik-Mitrani theorem is used to motivate mean-

value analysis, a recently introduced technique forcomput'
ing mean respons€ times, throughputs, and queue lengths in
closed queueing networks3,a. An example of the mean-
value algorithm is presented, and comparisons with
normal izing-constant analysis are made.

Some new results are presented: an expression for the
queue'length distribution seen by an arriving job in a

'general birth-death' queueing system; an algoritim for
com putin g queue.len gth distributions from conditional
throughputs in closed networks; and a bound on the errors

that can arise in certain theorems when homogeneity is

satisfied only approximately. The latter is an operational
result with no stochastic counterpart.

OPERATIONAL ANALYSIS

Operational analysis is a framework for studying the
performance of systems during given periods of time. The
systems may be real or hypothetical, and the time periods

may be past, present or future.
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Operational variables represent quantities that can be

measured by observing a system during a certain time
period, and operational analysis is primarily concerned with
mathematical relationships among such variables. These

relationships may depend on assumptions that are also

expressed in terms of operational quantities. An underlying
principle is that all formal variables stand for measurable
quantities, and that all assumptions about systems during
time periods are subject to experimental verification. (lt is

not necessary, however, actually to observe values or
verify assumptions for an operational analysis to make

sense.)
Operational analysis was introduced in 1976 as an

alternative to stochastic modellin95 '6' ManY informal,
intuitive arguments used to motivate stochastic theorems
becomr: rigorous proofs in the formal context of operational
analysis. Besides sim plifyi n g derivations, operatio nal

analysis extends stochastic theorems by demonstrating
their validity in cases where conventional stochastic
assumptions cannot be iustified. Moreover, operational
analysis has led to new results about sensitivity factors
and error bounds. These results are particularly valuable
for prediction because the future validity of operational (or
stochastic) assumptions is usually uncertain. Reference 7

describes operational analysis in detail and provides many
further references.

DISTRIBUTIONS AT A OUEUE

Associated with every general service system are three
distributions of queue length:

o the overall distribution, p(n), which gives the proportion
of time r jobs are in the system,

o the arriver's distribution, pnb), which gives the fraction
of arrivals that find rl other jobs in the system,

o the completer's distribution, p6(n), which gives the

fraction of completions that leave behind n other iobs in

the system.

Each distribution corresponds to a different method of
observing the queue+.

tCooperE refers to p(n) as the outside observer's distribution, to
P/n) as the arriving customer's distribution, and to p61'n,l as the
departing customer's distribution.
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Figure l. Behoviour sequence of o queue

Figure 1 illustrates the length n(t) of a queue during a

10 s observation containing three arrivals (,4) and four
completions (C); tlre table accompanying the Figure shows

that the three distributions may differ.
Most queueing statistics (e.g. mean or variance of the

queue lengti) are expressed relative to the overall distribu-
tion, p(n), because this distribution specifies the state

occupancies seen by an outside observer. Yet it is sometimes

easier to derive one of the other two distributions during an

analysis. The embedded Markov+hain analysis of the
MlGll queue, for example, yields the distribution pcb)t
while for a Gl/411 queue it yields the distribution p;(n)t'" -

This is why ciueueing analysts are interested in the relation-
ship among these three distributions.

First, a single-resource qr:eueing system in isolation is

studies- Later, closed networks of such queues will be

considered.
A single resource queueing system, with one queue and

a seryer, is observed for an interval [0, fl . The state of the
queue at time f, denoted by n(t), gives the number of iobs
present (waiting for or receiving service). lt varies from a

minimum of 0 to a maximum of N during [0,f] . (A
nonzero minimum on observed queue length changes the
boundary coridition but not the nature of the results.) A
record of n(r) for 0 ( f ( f is called a behaviour sequence,

or simply a behaviour, of the system.

Define these operational quantities for a given

behaviour sequence:

A(rJ number of arrivals that find n(t) = n
0(n(N

C(r) number of completions that leave when n(t) = z
0(n(N

f(r) total time during which n(tl = n
0(n (N

Grand totals are defined as:

N-1
A= I A(r)

n=0

N
. C= t C(n)

n=1
N

r= t r(n)
n=O
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Note that C(n + 1) is used to define p6; this is because p6(n)
refers to the queue size just after a completion whereas

C(n) refers to the queue size just before a completion. The
following notation is used:

S(n) = mean time between completions when n(t) = n
= T(n)lC(n) (defined onty if C(n) ) 0)

Y(n) = arrival rate when n(t) = n

= A(n)lT(n) (defined onlY if rh) > ol
B = total busy time

= r(1)+T(2\+...+T(N)
5 - overall mean time between completions

= BIC
U = utilization

= BIT
Yo = overall arrival rate

= AIT
Y = restricted arrival rate

= Alff-T(N) / (aeRned onlY if r(N)<n
x = output rate

= CIT
W = job-seconds of accumulated waiting time

N

= t nT(n)
n:1

a = mean queue length
= WIT

R = mean response time per completed job

= lUlC

These definitions imply the operational laws:

oah) = p(n)(Y(n)lYo) lt v(n) defined) (1)

YlYo = 110-p(N)) (if r(N)<r) (2)

N-1
Yo = E p@ Y(n) (for derrnedY(n)) (3)

n=O

N
s - t n!n-t) s(n) (fbr defined S/n/) (4)

n=1 L

N
X = E ph)ls(n) (for defined S(n)) ,(s)

n=1
U -_5X

R =QIX

(utilization law) (6)

(Little's law) (7)

/V

R = t nS(n)p-(n - 1/ (response time law) (S)

n=t L

Each law can be verified by substituting from the preccding

o l/lo
I 4/tO
2 3AO
3 2AO

t/3
t/3

7
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definitions and reducing to an identity. These formulae are
called laws because they are valid for every possible
behaviour sequencs6 ' 

7; logically they are tautologies.
Little's law (7) and the response time law (8) plav
important roles in mean-value analysis.

FLOW BALANCE AND ONE.STEP BEHAVIOUR

lf the behaviour sequences on which p(nL pnfu) and p6fu)
are observed satisfy certain assumptions (hypotheses),

additional relationships (theorems) can be derived. The first
two assumptions to be considered are flow balance and one-
step behaviour.

FIow balance means that the overall arrival rate Ye is
equal to the output rale X. This is equivalent to assuming
that the total number of arrivals,4 is equal to the total
number of completions C, or that the initial state n(0) is

the same as the final stzte n(T).
One-step behaviour means thatn(t) can only change in

steps of !1 . There is, at most, one arrival or one completion
at any instant; no arrival coincides with a completion.

lf n(O) = n(T) and if n(t) can only change in steps of +1,

then ,4 = C and also the number of transitions from state n
to state a + 1 must equal the number of transitions from
slzten +l tostatez:

A(n) : C(n+1) fr=0,.-.rN-1

Combining this observation with the preceding definitions,

oafu) = pr(n) D=0,...,N-1 (9)

Thus, the arriver's distribution and the completer's
distribution are identical whenever flow balance and
one-step behaviour are satisfied.

This theorem is the operational counterpart of a well
known stochastic result (p.1 76 of Reference 9); the derivation
provides a trivial proof of Kleinrock's problem 5-4 (p 232
of Reference 9). Because of equation (9), pc will not be
studied further.

Now recursions for both p(n) and peh) will be derived.
When 0 (n (N:

Collecting these rcsults, whenever flow balance and one-step
behaviour are satisfied,

p(n) = Y(n-1) S(n) p(n-1)

4h)= Y(n)s(n)pofu-1)
n=1,...,N (10)

ft = 1, .. . , /V- 1 (11)

Equation (tO) can be used to compute the values of p(n)
from measurements or estimates of the Y(n) and S(n):
starting with a positive value of p(0), sayp(0) = 1,p(1l7,
p(2), . . . , p(N)are iteratively computed, and then normal-
ized by dividing each p(n) by the sum p(0) + p(l ) * . . . *
p(N).The same algorithm can be used with equation (t t ) to
compute the values of p1fu).

Equation (10) produces the same formal distribution as

the steady-state balance equations for a 'general birth-
death queue'with state-dependent Poisson arrivals and
state-dependent exponential service. Note, however, that
no Markovian assumptions were required for the derivation
of equation (1 0). Equation (t O) is valid for any behaviour
sequence, stochastic or otherwise, that satisfies flow balance
and one-step behaviour. lf the behaviour sequence is

generated by an MlGll stochastic process with a Coxian
service time distribution, Marie's algorithm can be used to
calculate the Y(n) and S(n) (p.45 of Reference 10; see

also References 1l and l2).
Although there is a direct stochastic analogue of the

arriver's distribution p, (n), a survey of the stochastic
literature has yielded no analogue for equation (1 1 ).
Thus, this equation appears to be a new result-

HOMOGENEITY

To apply equations (10) and (t I ) to an arbitrary system, it
is necessary to measure or estimate the values of Y(n) for
n = 0, 1,2,..., N- 1 and S(n) for n = 1,2,..., N (a total
of 2N values). ln some cases, the number of independent
variables can be reduced significantly by making one or
both of the following assumptions:

f(01= Y11)=...= Y(N-1) =constant

S(1) =5(Z; = ...= S(N) = constant

(12)

(13)

This is the equation derived by Buzen5,6 for the 'generalized
birth-death process'. When 0 1n 1N:

po@ =+
= 
A(C r(n) C(n)

r(n) c(n) A

= 
/-@ rh) 4rlrh) c(n) A

= v(n) S(n) Poh-1)

When combined with equations (2) and (3), equation (12)
implies that each value of Y(n) is equal to /. Similarly,
equations (13) and (4) imply that each value of S(n) is equal
to S.

Equation (12) is called the assumption of homogeneous
arrivals; it asserts that the arrival rate is independent of
queue sizer. Equation (13) is called the assumption of
homogeneous services; it asserts that the mean time
between completions is independent of n. These equations
are examples of the general operational techn ique.of
simplifying problems by introducing homogeneity assump-
tions that allow a set ofconditional rates to be replaced by
a single, unconditional value.

Homogeneity assumptions reduce the number of inde-
pendent variables and thereby simplify both the algebraic
form and the intuitive implications of the equations. The
simplified equations are of interest only when there is

reason to believe that they will acceptably characterize
actual performance. ln fact, they often do. Many real
systems satisfy equations (12) and (13) approximately.

As the aggregate ('macro') values / and S are usually
easier to measure or estimate than the individual ('micro')

e@ =+
= _C(r)_ rh)

r(n - 1) C(n)

= 4h:-1) A
rh-1) c(n)

= Y(n-1) S(n)

(definition)

T(n-1)
T

rh-1)
T

p(n -1)

(definition)
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solu rions of equations ( 1 0) and (1 1 ) to have the same

form as well known stochastic resultss,6,7,rl, it is legitimate
to enquire whether the operational concepts of flow
balance and homogeneity are equivalent to their stochastic
counterparls, steady'state and Markovian assumptions (i.e.

Poisson arrivals and exponential service times). They are not.
Flow balance is a measureable property of finite and

infinite behaviour sequences whereas a steady state is an

abstraction for infinite behaviour sequences; in fact, a

steady state implies flow balance, but the converse is not
true.

Figures 2and3 represent behaviour sequences of one-

step, flow-balanced systems. As the tables in each Figure

show, these sequences have homogeneous arrivals and

services. Nevertheless, the coefficient of variation of service

time, which is the ratio of the standard deviation (o) to the
mean (m\, differs significantly from 1, the value for an

exponential distribution. These service times are not well
modelled by exponential distributions. A similar statement
holds for interarrival times.

Either sequence can be extended by repeating the given
pattern indefinitely. The resulting behaviour sequence,
being periodic, has no steady-state limit; and, being deter-
ministic, it will fail any statistical test for goodness-of-fit to
exponential service times (or Poisson arrivals) at any given

level of confidence. ln other words, the extended replica-
tions of Figure2 and 3 are nonsteady-state, nonMarkovian
behaviour sequences that satisfy the operational conditions
of flow balance and homogeneity. Whereas an homogeneous
behaviour sequence need not be Markovian, a sufficiently
long Markovian behaviour sequence will be homogeneous.

The extended replications of the examples of Figures 2
and 3 are contrived to make the point that the operational
assumptions :f flow balance and homogeneity are weaker
than their stochastic counterparts. lt is easy to imagine a
deterministic system with the prescribed behaviour; given

the knowledge that tlre system is deterministic, a reasonable
observer could not explain the extended replications by
postulating a Markovian stochastic process. Nevertheless,
the formulas originating the Markovian queueing theory are
valid in this case because they can be derived under opera-
tional assumptions that are satisfied. This fact helps to
explain the robustness of classical queueing formulas.

IMPLICATIONS OF HOMOGENEOUS ARRIVALS

Consider any behaviour sequence that satisfies the homo-
geneous arrivals assumption. Since this implies each value of
Y(n) is equal to X, equation ('l) reduces to the following
important result: -5

peh)=p(n) (YlYo) forn=.0,1,2,.. -,N- 1 (14)

Equation (t+) strows that, if arrivals are homogeneous, the
arriver's distribution is almost the same as the overall distri-
bution. The only difference is that the arriver's distribution
ranges from 0 to N- 1 whereas the overall distribution
ranges from 0 to N. The arriver's distribution must therefore
be renormalized by multiplying each term by Y/Y6.

Equation (2) allows the ratio (YlYo) to be replaced by
't l(1-p(N)\:
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Figure 2. Homogeneous, flow-bolonced behoviour sequence
of o single server queue

values of Y(n) and S(n), the homogeneity assumptions
provide another benefit: they enable the analyst to use

independent variables that can be measured or estimated
with a higher degree of confidence. Even if equations (1 2)
and (1 3) are not satisfied precisely, it is often better to
proceed as if they were, because approximate solutions
based on variables that are easy to obtain are often more
robust than exact solutions based on variables that are
difficult to measure or estimate.

Because the assumptions of homogeneiry cause the

Job . r-l. . h4 .h-l zh+l I 2h I

m=t, n2. (4hz- Z* +61/7

n A(nl C(nl r\nl p(n't pllnl Ylnl s(nl

- 8t 8/r5 4/7 tlzh
4 4t 4/tS 2/7 ltzt h

2 21 2A5 I /7 llzh h

I L l/13 t

7
tc)

,= A _..=1 s_r-r(o) =b' r-iN) 2k' ' c
Figure 3. Homogeneous, flow-bolonced behoviour

seguence of a single server queue
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ln the limit where p(N)- 0 as N * o, equatiotl (15) shows

thatpAand p are identical. Conversely, if equation (15)

holds, equations (1) and (2) then imply that Y(n)= y.7n"
conclusion is that equations (14) and (1 5) are necessary and
sufficient for homogeneous arrivals (Reference l2 gives

experimental corroboration).
Equations (t4) and (tS) are theorems that depend only

on homogeneous arrivals. Flow balance and one-step
behaviour are not required. Figure 4 presents a flow-
imbalanced sequence with N = 5, p(N) = 0, and pA = P.

The resultp, --p is familiar to those who have studied
the unbounded stochastic MlGll queue in steady state.

Saaty outlines (p.'185 of Reference 13) a lengthy proof
given by Khintchineta, but Kleinrock presents a shorter
proof (p.1 18 of Reference 9). ln addition, CooperE gives a

derivation of equation (15) for lYllMll/N queues. The
operational analogue of Khintchine's result (equation 15)
is sirnpler still; it is also more general because it does not
require flow balance and one-step behaviour. Moreover, it
leads to the following error analyses.

SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS

Suppose an analyst intends to use equation (1 5) to compute
tie arriver's distribution peh) in a case where the overall
distribution p(n)hu already been determined. Equation
(15) depends on homogeneous arrivals, that an assumption
may not be satisfied exactly. Thus, it is important to under-
stand the errors that can arise when arrivals are only
approximately homogeneous.

As already noted, arrivals are homogeneous if, and only
if, all values of Y(n) are exactly equal to Y. One way to
express the condition that arrivals are only approximately
homogeneous is to sta te that the relative difference between
Y(n) and Y is less than some e for all values of n:

lfflt'' n=o'1" " 'il-r (16a)

Using equation ('14) to reduce plh) to p(n)YlYs and
eguation (l ) to reducep, (n) to p(n)Y(n)l}/e, rhis error terrn

We will thus considcr the errors that can arise when using
equation (tS) in cases whcre arrivals are not exactly homo-
geneous, bur where equarion (16a) is assumecl to hold.

Note that cquarion (1) yields the exact value of pnft)
even if arrivals are not homogeneous . Let pofu) be the
approximation to pAfu) computed by assuiriing homo
geneity and using equation (l 5). Then the relative error is

enh) =
F'e@ - pnh)

-pAil;lil-
simplifies to

entu)=l#'1.'

ln words, the relative error in the approximation to pafu)
is the same as the relative error in the homogeneous arrival
assumption. lf the conditional arrival rates are within e of
being homogeneous, the homogeneous approximation to
pa will be within e of its true value.

Equation (1 6a) represents one possible way of expressing
the condition that anivals are approximately homogeneous.
Alternative expressions could also be used. For example,
large relative differences between individual values of
Y(n) and 7 may be acceptable if they occur infrequently
(i.e. if ttre corresponding value of p(n) is small). Thus, it
may be prefenble to weight each relative difference by the
corresponding value of p(n) and then compute an overall
sum. The followingexpression is a useful alternative to
equation (16a) in some cases:

(16b)

and

\
€Ilco
ot
oto

Suppose that we also represent the error between p1

p2 asthe agBregate weighted relative error:

/V-l
€A = E q1fu)e{n)

n=0

Substituting for e1fu) the expression obtained above, and
for p1fu) the expression p(n)Y(n)/Ys, we obtain

t;t l Y-Y(n)
) t-

,?ol Y

":,r:ry

p(n)_-<€
1-p(N)

Y - Yh)l

-YT I

AAAA
Timc ( r), s

Figure 4. A flow-imbolanced behaviour sequence for which
p=pA; ph) = Poh)= I l5 for n = 0, .. .4, ond T = 5

1n

Cancelling Y(n), multiplying and dividing by Y, and setting
Y/Yo = 110-p(N)) by equation (Z), ttris reduces to

en 1e

Equations (16a) and (l6b) are tlyo ways ofexpressing
the assumption that arrivals are approximately, but not
exactly, homogeneous. We know of no corresponding ways
of expressing the assumption that arrivals are approximately,
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but not exactly, Poisson. These sensitivity analyses illustratc

an important practical difference between operational

analysis and stochastic analysis: although both approaches

may yield the same formal equations, operational analysis is

better suited to quantifying the errors caused by assump-

tions not being met in practice (see Reference 15).
Operational sensitivity analyses should not be confused

with the use of the law of large numbers and the ergodic

theorem to study estimation errors between measured and

true values of stochastic parameters, or between measured

proportions of time and the corresponding steady-state
probabilities. These analyses focus only on the error
caused by observing in a finite interval, not on the error
caused by assuming Poisson arrivals or exponential service

times. ln contr:6t, operational analysis deals explicitly with
finite intervals; estimation errors do not arise within an

interval. (Estimation errors do, of course, arise in forecasts

of parameter values for future intervals.)

IMPLTCATIONS OF HOMOGENEOUS
SERVICES

Consider any flow-balanced, one-step behaviour sequence

in which S(n) = S. The overall mean queue length is

N

Q: I nP(n)
n:1

and the mean queue length seen by arriving customers is

N-i
Qe = E npeh)

n=0

Now, by equation (1\, pah) = p(n)Y(n)lYo; since

S(n) = S, equation (10) implies p (n)Y(n) = p(n +1)lS;
therefore, Ooh) = p(n + 1)lSYs. Since flow is balanced,

SYs =SX= U. AccordinglY,

o. --Ft nPh+1)u
n:0 U

N-1 t

= b' 6+11Pb:1) H q!
n=o U n?o U

So that

Qa=QlU-1 (17)

Since Q = RX by Little's law, QIU = RXIU -- R/S. Therefore,
the mean response time for homogeneous services is

R =5(1+Q/ )
(18)

Equation (18) shows that average response t.ime R is the

same as the time that the set of 1 +Qo jobs (in the queue
justafter the arrival) would take to complete if each required

exactly S seconds of service. The intuitive result is valid
even though the mean residual service of the iob being

served at an arrival instant is not necessarily equal to5-

vol .l no 1 june 1980

TMPLICATIONS OF COMPLETE HOMOGENEITY

Consider any one-step flow-balanced behaviour in which

both arrivals and services are homogeneous. By equation

fiq\, p^(n) = p(n)YlYo; substituting into the definition of
QA, QA = 1q- Np(N)) YlYs. By equation (17), Qo= QIU-
Sditinfinese two expresslons for Q1 equal and using

equation (2), an expression is found for mean queue length*,

1.

a = r#p(N) 
(1-(N+tlp(N))

From Little's law, R -- QIX = SQISX = SQIU, or

n = ;Lru1111fi- @+t\p(N))

(1e)

(20)

Equations (1 9) and (20) are the operational counterparts of
the mean-queue and response-time formulas for the
MIMIUN queue8,e. If the queue is unbounded and Np(N)
-+ 0 with increasingN, equation (19) reduces to the form
Q = Ul0 - u\ and equation (20) to the form R = Sl 0 - U) ,

as for the MlMll queue. Although these equations have

the same form as their stochastic counterparts, their inter-
pretation is different: for example, they apply to non-
Markovian behaviours such as those in Figures 2znd3.

THE ARRIVAL THEOREM

The preceding discussion deals with single-queue systems,

whereas many real systems comprise several interconnected
queues. Models of closed queueing networks are the basis of
alm ost al I successfu I analyses of multiprogrammed com puter
systems.

Equations (1)-(20) apply to any queue, whether or not
it is part of a network. When a queue belongs to a network,
its arrival function is determined iointly by the output
(service) functions of t}re other queues that feed iL For this
reason, it is helpful to derive additional results that relate
queueing distributions to the service functions of all the
queues in a closed queueing network.

A fundamental theorem for closed oueueing networks is
the Sevcik-Mitrani arrival theoremr. lt states that the
arriver's distribution at any queue is the same as the overall
distribution at that queug when the network has a load of
one job less. ln othdr words, the arriving customer sees tie
same queue distribution as the outside observer who
studies the same network with the arriving customer
removed. This theorem was first noted informally by Reiser
and Lavenberg 3,4 and later proved by them2.

The following lemma will be used to prove the theorem.
Consider a fl ow-balanced, single-step behaviour sequence.
Because A(n)=Q(n+l) and A = C,

Ah)
P4@) =-

= C(n+1)
C

- T C(n+1)
C T(n+1)

T(n+1)
T

*ln thespecial case thatp(0) =p(N),the denominatorof this
formula is 0. However, in :his case, equation (10) shows thatp(n)
7 oh-tl because -s Y = s Yo lfi-p(N)l = u lll-p(N)) = (r-p(o))/
lt-p(x)) = l. For this case p(n) -- llU+11 and e = NlZ.

lt



(21)

Equation (Zt)tras a simple intuitive interpretation:
p(n+1)lS(n+1/ is the departure rate (per unit time) from
stzte n+'l , and X is the overall departure rate from all
states. The ratio of these departure rates is the proportion
of departures that occur from state n+7 or, equivalently,
the proportion ofdepartures that leave the queue in state
n. Under the conditions of flow balance and one'step
behaviour, this is then the proportion of arrivals that find
the system in sute n. Note that this lemma does not
require the queue to be part of a network.

Attention is now turned to single-class closed queueing

networks with product-form solutionsT't6,t7 . The state of a

closed queueing network of K devices (queues) is a vector
n= (nr,...,nK) specifoingthe number of iobs presentat
each device. Tlii state space for load N, denoted by S(N,K),
is the set of all such vectors for which nt | . . . +nK = N. A
behaviour seguence of such a network is a record of n(t) for
all 0 ( r ( L Suppose that the given behaviour sequence is

fl ow-balanced, one{tep, and network-homogeneous. Net-
work homogeneiry means that the transfer rate between
any pair of devices (41) depends only on the queue length
at the source , ni'," . Network homogeneity is not a

Markovian assumption; Sevcik and Klawele have presented

examples of network-homogeneous behaviour sequences
ftat do not have Markovian servers. Markovian behaviour
sequences are network-homogeneous in the limit.

For a fl ow-balanced, one-step, network-homogeneous
behaviour sequence, the proportion of time each state is
occupied fol I ows the product-form sol ution 7, e, 20 

;

1K
p(n) = m4i lrrl,)

ln this formula, F, is the device factor

Fih) =
1 n= 0

V;S;(n)F/n-1) n)0

so that

nah)=ffi

where V1 is the mean number of visis per job to device i
and S;(n) is the mean-tim€-between+ompletions function
for n;(t)= n. The function c(N,K) is a normalizing constant:

g(N,K) = X
neSfi,K)

The normalizing constant can be calculated in time O(/V'zrq

from2o:

h

g(n,k) = E ro0gh-i,k-1)
i't

For any n (// and A < K, the 'partial constznts' g(n,k)
are well defined in the original behaviour sequence. Note,
however, that the partials g(n,k) may also be interpreted as
the normalizing constant of a different (flow-balanced,
homogeneous) behaviour sequence for a subsystem com-
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prising only devices l, . . . , A and having load n iobs; the
values of V; and S; (j) for 1 <i <A and I {7(n in'this
different sequence are the same as those in ihe original.
By interpreting these partials as normalizing constants of
different (but related) behaviour r.qu"n"rrl.quations
relating measurable quantities of one sequence to those of
another can be developed.

Letp(n;=n lN/ denote the proportion of time during
which n customers are observed at device i, given that y'y'

iobs are in the entire network. Similarly, let pofu 1= nlN)
denote the proportion of arrivals to device i tf,at occur
when its queue length is n. These definitions are identical
to those given earlier tor p(n) and pnfu), except that the
index of the device (i) and the total network load (N) are
explicit.

The overall distribution of queue length at device i iss
p(ni=nlN) = ,.f,N,s1 Oh)

nrn

Equation (21) can be used to obtain p,4 fu7nlN) once
p(n,=nlN)is known.

To simplify the noration (without losing generality) the
assumption is made i = K. Substituting the product-form
solution into the definition of p(n1=nlN):

P(n6=n+1'*' = 
^,'!9,-Y' #n I Fih)

F17fu+1) E K-1

=ffi ,*s(ru-7-r,x-l tll Fihi)

so that

p(ns=n+1lN) = Fs(n+1) g(N- n,-. .1!-K- 1l' g(N,K)
(22)

The definition of device factor allows Fr@+'ll to be
replaced with VsSy(n+1)Frcb). With this replacement and
on regrouping terms, we obtain:

p(n6=n+1tN) = V- 
tffi]r*f, * ri

x I s(N- n -1, K- 1)1

fx@ -Ml-)

The first bracketed term is the definition of the throughput
at device K for network load N, namely X6(N) (see
Reference 7). The second bracketed term is the definition
of p(n*= nlN -1) (see equation (22)). Therefore,

p(ns=n+1lN) = X6(N) Sy(n+l) p(nx=nlN-1) (23]r

K
r Fihl
i='l

lf both sides of equation (23) are divided by Xx(N)56fu+1),
the left side will reduce topl (nK=n l/V/ according to
equation (21 ). Therefore,

(24)

computer performance

Pahy=nlN) = P(nx=nlN-l)



Equation (24) is the operational form of the Sevcik-
Mitrani arrival theorem tor a single<lass network.

ln equarions (23) and (24), the distributions on the left
side are defined for a behaviour sequence under load N; the
distributions on the right side are defined for a different
behaviour sequence of the same network under load N- 1.

These sequences match in the sense that all the values of
V; and Sifu) are the same. These equations hold for network
having the product form solution.

CALCUL.ATING A OUEUE DISTRIBUTION

An interesting corollary of the Sevcik-Mitrani theorem is

that a knowledge of the system throughput, Xo(N), and
the device parameters suffices to calculate any queue

distribution p(ni=nlN). Bv the forced-flow law7,

Xi(N) = ViXo(N). With equation (23) this implies

p(n;=nlN) =

x;(N) si@ pih-1lN-1) (2s)

forn=1,...,NandN21
'I forn=0andN=0

This recursion is a special case of a multiclass result given by
Reiser and Lavenberg (see Reference 3, equation 2.10\ .

Equation (25) is a simple procedure for calculating
p(n-n I N). Beginning with p(ni=O I 0) = 1, and having
calculated p(n i= n-1 lN-1 ) for D = 1, .. . , N, equation
(25) is applied to calculate p(ni=n I N/; then p(n;0 | N)
is calculated by subtracting the utilization U{N) =
p(ni=1lN)+. ..+p(n,=N lN)from 1.0. This is repeated

for successive N until the desired network load is reached.
lf this algorithm is applied at a bottleneck in the system,

it will eventually get to a load N at which Ui(N) is approxi-
mately 1.0, whereupon the subtraction to calculate
p(ni=O I N) may generate a significant roundoff error tiat
propagates to larger values ofN. Such error cannot, if kept
under control, cause a problem because it affecs the least
likely values of the distribution. To keep the error under
control, we check thatp(n;=0 I N) > 0 after the subtrac-
tion 1.0 - Ui(N); if the subtraction yields a negative result,
set p(ni=O I N/ = 0.

Even with this modification, numerical problems can

arise in certain cases, such as when there is a strong bottle-
neck. The algorithm described by Buzen2o for computing
queue length distributions is more robust. For an additional
analysis of the numerical stability of queueing network
algorithms, see Reference 21.

The important aspect of equation (25) is that it is

independent of the method used to calculate the system's

throughput, XoN).ln other words, Xq(N) canbe
calculated as the ratio of the normalizing constants

S@ -1 , K)lS@, K)',"o ; or it can be calculated by mean-

uatue anatysis, as shown in the next section3'a'22. Flow
balance and homogeneity are such powerful properties

that the system's throughput and parameten implicitly
contain the information needed to retrieve the queueing

distri butions-

MEAN.VALUE ANALYSIS

Mean-value analysis is a new technique for computing mean
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response times. throughputs. and queue lengths at devices in
closed queueing networkss,a. The simplest form of the

method - for closed, product-form networks with a single'
job class and homogeneous (queue independent) service

times - is presented.
Mean-value analysis uses the Sevcik-Mitrani arrival

theorem to calculate mean values for successively larger

network loads rV. The load (N) and device indices [/will
be shown explicitly. There are three basic equations- lf tie
behaviour sequence of a closed queueing network satisfies

the conditions of flow balance, single steps, and homo'
geneous service, equation (18) implies

RiW) = S,(l+Qo,(N))

at device i. Since the Sevcik-Mitrani theorem implies that
ani(N) = Qi(N- l) for any closed product form network

Ri(N)=S/1+aiw-1)) i=1,...,K (26]|

This is the first basic equation of mean-value analysis.

The other two equations depend only on flow balance

and Little's law. Since R;(N) is the mean response time per

visit at device i, and since /; is the mean number of visits
per job to this device, ViRi(N) is the mean total time a iob
spends at device i. Then the average system holding time
(response time) per iob at load N is

K
Ro(N) = E ViRiw)

r=l

Since Xs(N) is the network throughput, Little's law applied
to the entire network implies N = Rs(N)Xs(N), or

xo(N) (27)

This is the second basic equation of mean-value analysis-
The forced-flow law states thatXl(N), the throughput at

device r, is ViX ofi)1 . Little's law then implies

Qi(U) = Ri(N)ViXo(N) i=1,...,K (28)

This is the third basic equation of mean-value analysis.
Equations (26)-(28) can be applied iteratively to

compute Ri(N), Xo(N), and Q1(N) for any value of N, once
the values of V; and S; are given. The iteration begins with
N = 1 and the boundary condition Q(0) = 0. An example of
the mean-value iterations with K = 3 and

Vr=1Vz=2Vs=3.a
51 =252='l 5g=l

is given in Table 1.

Table 1. Mean value iterations

N Rt(N) R2(N) fu(N) Xo(N) Qr(N) Qr(N) Qt(N)

K
= Nl E viRi(N)

i=1

1

2
5

4

2.000 1.000 1.000
2-571 1.286 1.429
3.091 1.54s 1.909
3.557 1.779 2.443

0.143 0.286 0.286 0.429
0.2't2 0.545 0.545 0.909
0.252 0.779 0.179 1.443
0.277 0.985 0.98s 2.030
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The values of Ri(N), XnN), and Qi(N) in Table 1 could
also be computed by the algorithm based on normalizing
constants:o. When R;(N) and Q;(N)must be computed for
every server in the network, the normalizing{onstant
method and mean-value method require approximately the
same number of arithmetic operations and the same amount
of storage. There are many applications, however, where
Xo(N) is the only quantity the analyst seeks. ln such cases,
the normalizin g{onstant al gorithm requ ires approximately
half as many arithmetic operations as mean-value analysis.

Mean-value analysis can be extended in various ways.
Each is based on altering the method of computing response
time in equation (26). The simplest extension is the
'gueueless server', where device i comprises at Ieast as

many parallel processors as there are jobs in the network;
each processor has mean service time Si. ln this case,
equation (26) is replaced with

Ri(N) = 51 for all N (2e)

A more complex extension is needed foc a general, load-
dependent server. The response time per visit to device i is

Ri(N) = Qi(N)lXi(N) = L np(ni=nlN)/Xi@)
n=1

The recursion of equation (25) reduces this to

N

R{N) = | ns,(n)p(n,=n-1lN-1)
n=l

For the general seryer, equation (30) is used instead of
equation (26). However, the comDutation of mean queue
at equation (28) must also be replaced with a computation
of the entire queueing distribution according to equation
(2s\.

Only the simplest equations applying to a device need be

used at each iterative stage. lf device i has homogeneous
service times, equations (26), (2711, and (28) define the
iteration from network load N- i to N at that device. lf
device i is a queueless server, equations (27), (28) and (29)
define the iteration. If device i is a general server, equations
(25), (27), and (30) define the iteration. Since an homo-
geneous, flow-balanced network with any of these kinds of
devices satisfies the-product-form solution, the normalizing-
constant algorithmr,a would yield the same results.

At some sacrifice of accuracy , values of R;, Q;, and X o
can be obtained for a given value of N witiout enumerating
all these quantities for loads smaller than y'y'. A reasonable
approximation is that Qi(N-l) is (N-1)lN as large as

Qi(N). (This approximation was discovered independently
by Tahorjan and Schweitzer.) Therefore, values of R,
Qp and Xs are sought satisfying

Ri--Si @tff.U
K

Xo=NlZ V,R,
I=l

Qi = V;XoR1

i= 1,..., K

i=1,...rK

A solution can be obtained iteratively: beginning with a

1-1

guess of all the mean queue lengths satisfying Qr+..-+ Qx
= N, a new guess is then computed by evaluating these
equations; this is repeated until successive guesses for the

Q do not differ by much. (Termination is guaranteedz2.)
This iteration is asymptotically correct for large N22 .Table
2 compares this approximation with row N4 of Table 1 ;
even for this low value of N, the errors are quite low.

Mean-value analysis can also be extended to approximate
solutions for closed networks that do not have product-form
solutions. For example, Bard's heuristic extensions to
equation (261 can be used to approximate priority scheduling
in multiclass networks22. These extensions may ultimately
prove to be the most significant practical contribution of
mean-value analysis.

A primary advantage of mean-value analysis (relative to
normalizing+onstant analysis) is its improved numerical
stability. This is because the normalizing constants can
become very large, expecially if the ratio of the largest to
smallest ViS1fu) for all i and n is very large8 .

Because mean-value analysis is new, it is too early to
present a comprehensive discussion of its strengths and
weaknesses relative to normalizing{onstant methods. Yet
its intuitive appeal and the overall simplicity of its iterations
make mean-value analysis an attractive subiect.

CONCLUSIONS

The derivations in this paper illustrate the power of opera-
tional analysis. Although most results were already known
as stochastic theorems, their operational analogues are signi-
ficantly simpler. These new proofs also demonstrate that
the theorems are valid in many practical cases where
stochastic assumptions cannot be justified. ln this sense,
operational analysis both extends and simplifies stochastic
modelling

This paper has also initiated the study of operational
bounds on the errors that can arise if homogeneity is only
approximately satisfied. Such bounds are important for
prediction applications because the future validity of
homogeneity itssumptions is never certain. As it is difflcult
to quantify the concept of 'approximate validity'of
stochastic irssumptions such as ergodicity and Poisson
arrivals, operatiohal analysis has an advantage over
stochastic analysis in this regard.

The discussions of the Sevcik-Mitrani theorem, mean-
value analysis, and the queueJength distribution algorithm
illustrate that new results continue to be discovered in the
theory of queueing networks. Because of its simplicity and
intuitive appeal, the development of heuristic extensions to
mean-value analysis is a promising area for further
investigation.

Table 2. Exact and approximate solutions

True
values 3.557 1.779 2-443
N4
Approxi-
mations 3.393 1.697 2.606
N4
% Error - 4.6 - 4.6 +6.7

0.277 0.985 0.98s 2.030

0.274 0.929 0.929 2.141

1.1 - 5.7 - 5.7 +5.5

(30)

QzQrX6R3RzRr Qs
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